
OPTIONS / SUPPORTOTHER CEMENT DUST CONTROL SOLUTIONS
In addition to the kiln off-gas
baghouse, MikroPul can provide all
your dust control needs for every part
of your process:

• Primary limestone/clay crushing
and conveying

• Raw material storage and
homogenizing

• Raw meal conveying and grinding
• Mixing, conveying, and preheating
• Conveying/grinding of kiln fuel
• Clinker cooling
• Storage, blending of additives and

conveying
• Finish grinding/Separator
• Storage and packing or truck

loading

Whatever your needs, MikroPul has
the experience and the capability to
build a suitable baghouse from 9-bag
bin vents to 500,000+ CFM multi-
module collectors.

The CascadairTM Advantage
MikroPul’s patented Cascadair inlet
technology significantly improves air
flow distribution to the filter bags.
Like Expandiffuse, it is the result of
years of development and field
research. Cascadair is used for less
demanding applications, and offers
the following benefits:

• Increased bag life.
• Lower pressure drop or increased

air flow capacity.
• Minimum dust re-entrainment.
• Overall better filter performance.
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Special Designs for Kiln Fuel

MikroPul also has particular appli-
cation expertise and pressure vessel
designs for handling potentially dan-
gerous fuels like coal and coke. We
even have a special unit, the RAF-IS,
for highly vola-
tile (but more
affordable) PRB
coal.  Among its
many safety
features is a
simple reverse
air cleaning system that adds no
outside oxygen to the housing. All
designs are constructed to relevant
NFPA codes and are available in
capacities up to 140,000 ACFM.

Other Equipment

Cyclones—MikroPul has
considerable experience designing
and building cyclones. Seemingly a
simple device, a cyclone consists of
components which must be optimized
for the application and work together
to achieve high efficiency at low
pressure drop to keep operating costs
low.

Considerations include:

• Viscous drag or resistance.
• Centrifugal force.
• Particle inertia.

Our high efficiency cyclones are the
most cost-effective solution for
separating larger particles (five
microns or larger) from the gas
stream.

Cooling towers—MikroPul can also
provide forced draft air-to-air heat
exchangers for reducing gas
temperatures before reaching the
baghouse.

MikroPul has the experience,
technology, and depth of global
resources to design and execute
dust control systems that meet
your economic and perform-
ance requirements. Let us
know how we can help you.

MIKRO-PULSAIRE® K/LP
 CEMENT KILN BAGHOUSE

This 82 ft. (25m) tall, 21 ft.
(6.4m) diameter cyclone
precleans clinker cooler dust at
4,450 ft3/sec (126m3/sec).

A Noticeable Difference

DRY FILTRATION
WET SCRUBBERS

CYCLONES
WET ELECTROSTATIC

PRECIPITATORS

Options

Many options are available, including:

• Closed penthouse
• Hoist system
• Screw conveyors
• Centralized computer control and

monitoring system
• Special filter media
• Leak detection monitors and leak

locating system
• Non-clogging pressure transmitter

Parts and Media

Because we know your equipment,
MikroPul is your best resource for
parts and media. We carry a full line of
replacement parts, and keep critical
items in stock for immediate shipment.
We can also provide filter media with

the proper construction and treatments
best suited for your system.

Services

MikroPul has the unique capability to
update your system to meet today’s
changing operating conditions and
performance requirements. Our
services include:

• Retrofits for outdated, out-of-
compliance collectors

• Complete systems evaluations
• Mechanical equipment review and

evaluation
• Equipment refurbishing
• Maintenance training

Whether you need spare parts,
equipment service, or complete system
rebuilds, we are here to help you.This forced draft cooler reduces gas temperature

from 678 to 248° F (359 to 120° C). Clinker cooler
baghouse is to the right of the stack.

The Cascadair hopper inlet solves air
distribution problems experienced with
conventional designs.

www.mikropul.com
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 MikroPul Global Network

We offer a wide variety of filter media,
including pleated bags

Our field service crews are available
anytime day or night



MIKRO-PULSAIRE® K/LP ... A SUPERIOR KILN BAGHOUSE PROVIDING UNEQUALED PERFORMANCE, LOW OPERATING COSTS, AND LONG BAG LIFE
MikroPul has a long history of
innovation and advancing the state of
the art in dust collection performance
and economics. In fact, we invented
the pulse-jet concept and introduced
long-bag technology. And we have
nearly 50 years’ experience serving the
cement industry with thousands of
installations under our belt.

Our newest advancement for cement
kiln dust control, the Mikro-Pulsaire
K/LP, provides low cost operation in a
compact space-saving design.

Benefits

The Mikro-Pulsaire K/LP is a new low
pressure pulse design with unique
features that provide superior benefits
for cement manufacturers.

Lower Operating Costs
Our patented Expandiffuse 2-stage
inlet reduces air velocities over 90%.
This combined with low pressure
cleaning pulses provides:

• Much less dust reaching the bags;
most dust drops into the hopper.

• Virtual elimination of dust re-
entrainment.

• Lower pressure drop.
• Fewer cleaning pulses due to less

dust reaching the bags.
• Lower compressed air use, due to

fewer, lower pressure cleaning pulses.
• Longer bag life, due to less dust

abrasion and fewer, lower pressure
cleaning pulses.

• Lower energy use due to fewer,
lower pressure pulses and lower
pressure drop.

• Lower maintenance costs due to
fewer filter changeouts.

Compact Design
• Uniform bag length throughout the

baghouse increases filter capacity
for a given space, compared to some
other designs.

• Bag lengths up to 8 m (26 ft) reduce
filter footprint.

The Mikro-Pulsaire K/LP
uses a modified Expandiffuse
designed especially for
cement kiln dust. Air flows
from the inlet manifold
through a damper valve and
then a set of turning vanes
which direct the air upward
and downward. The air then
flows through a final set of
diffusing vanes into an
opening that occupies nearly
an entire side of the filter bag
section.

Low Pressure
Pulse System

The pulse system utilizes a large
header and large valves for
handling a sufficient air volume to
deliver effective low pressure (less
than 29 psi / 2 bar) cleaning
pulses.

The pulse valves are standard
diaphragm type valves which
provide long life and are easily
and inexpensively serviced should
a diaphragm need replacement.

To ensure effective cleaning on
long bags, we test every config-
uration in our R&D lab.

The pulse valves are staggered on the header
due to their large size, which provides
increased cleaning air volume.

We have everything you need for
a complete filtration system.
Filter Media—When we invented
the pulse-jet collector, we also
invented the media system to make it
work. We manufacture our own bags
and cages, giving you single source
responsibility like no other manufac-
turer can offer. We are the only filter
manufacturer with in-house media
finishing capabilities (shown at
right), giving us greater flexibility
and control in meeting your needs.

When used in the Mikro-Pulsaire
K/LP, our Mikrotex® membrane
coated high temperature fiberglass
bags carry a five-year warranty.

Diagnostic Instruments and
Controls—MikroPul offers a variety
of control and diagnostic instruments
to serve every need from simple to
sophisticated.

Our PulseProTM sets a new standard
for dust collector control by
seamlessly integrating pulse-jet

timing, pressure gauging, leak
detection, and other measurements
into a single easy-to-use device. Our
Mikro-Charge Continuous
DustGauge is an ultra reliable dust
emissions concentration monitor for
EPA continuous emissions
monitoring or early warning leak
detection. PulseProTM Control, Monitoring, and

Diagnostic system.

Mikro-Charge Continuous DustGauge.

Unique features separate
MikroPul from the rest.

Low Velocity Expandiffuse Inlet

MikroPul’s exclusive Expandiffuse inlet expands and diffuses the air stream so
thoroughly that it is transformed from a 45 mph gale force wind to a 2 mph gentle
breeze. The effect on baghouse performance is dramatic. By the time a pocket of air
reaches the bags, much of its dust (the heavier, denser particles) has fallen into the
hopper. And there is little or no dust re-entrainment. Result: Less dust on the bags means

fewer cleaning pulses and
lower pressure drop. And
that means longer bag
life, fewer changeouts,
lower energy use, and
longer life for pulse
system components.

The Mikro-Pulsaire K/LP Kiln baghouse
is simple and compact in layout. Each
filter module can be isolated via damper
valves. Maintenance personnel typically
have an unobstructed surface for
servicing the bags and pulse valves.

The inlet plenum has very little flat
surface for dust accumulation when an
upset occurs; >90% of the dust simply
falls into the hopper.

Unit illustrated is a suggested configuration for an
application requiring approx. 300,000 CFM capacity. It
can be expanded or reduced as necessary and
provided with or without optional features such as
penthouse, screw conveyors, etc. Some components
not shown for sake of clarity.


